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Optimal Error Detection Codes for Completely 
Asymmetric Binary Channels* 
C. V. FREIMAN 
IBM Research, P.O. Box 218, Yorktown Heights, New Yor]~ 
The (n/2)-out-of-n code is proved to be the least redundant binary 
block code which permits the detection of all errors in completely 
asymmetric channels. It is then proved that the sum code of Berger, 
Smith, and Freiman is the least redundant of all separable codes of 
this type. The redundancies of the sum and (n/2)-out-of-n codes are 
then compared and it is shown that the former is asymptotically 
twice as redundant as the latter. An efficient method of constructing 
separable codes which detect up to a given number, but not all, 
asymmetric errors is included as an appendix. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Berger (1961) has recently introduced a class of separable b inary 
block codes which, like the nonseparable m-out-of-n codes, 1 permits 
perfect error detection in completely asymmetr ic channels. These 
separable codes were termed sum codes by Berger and he offered the 
following as one method by which they could be constructed. 
Take the redundant  positions of a code word to contain the 
b inary representation f the number  of O's found in that  code- 
word's message positions. 2 
Thus, the code words of a sum code of three message positions would 
* Submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor 
of Engineering Science in the Faculty of Engineering, Columbia University. 
i An n-position binary sequence is a code word of an m-out-of-n-code if, and 
only if, it contains exactly m l's. In a separable code, l~ of a code word's n positions 
are specified arbitrarily by an independent message source. Only the remaining 
n - /c positions may be used for coding purposes. 
This method--or one complementary to it--of constructing separable perfect 
asymmetric error detection codes was developed independently and concurrently 
by Berger (1961), Smith (1960), and the present author. 
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The sum code's detection properties may easily be verified by observing 
that, whenever only a code word's 0's ( l 's)  are affected by errors, the 
number of 0's among the message positions of the resulting sequence 
will be less (greater) than the number indicated by the redundant 
positions of that sequence. 
In what follows, we shall first prove that the (n/2)-out-of -n-code 3 
is the least redundant of all block codes which permit the perfect de- 
tection of errors in completely asymmetric hannels. We shall then 
prove that no separable perfect asymmetric error detection code exists 
which is less redundant han the sum code. The redundancies of com- 
parable sum and (n /2) -out -of -n  codes will then be considered and it 
will be shown that the former is asymptotically twice as redundant as 
the latter. A brief discussion of separable codes which detect up to a 
given number, but not all, asymmetric errors is found as Appendix A 
at the conclusion of the paper. 
I t  is desirable to introduce several definitions and observations before 
proceeding with the proof that the (n /2) -out -of -n  code is of maximum 
efficiency. We shall view the set of all binary sequences of n positions 
as a partially ordered system with respect to the following ordering 
relation. A sequence s is said to include a sequence r (denoted s D r) 
if and only if s contains a 1 in every position where r contains a 1 and 
s ¢ r. (For example, 1110 D 0110 but 1110 ~b 0001.) We say that s 
covers 4r if s D r and no sequence t exists such that s D t D r. Finally, 
we will term a subset of n-position sequences a chain whenever it is 
true that for any pair of sequences of the subset, x and y, either x D y 
orxC-y .  
3 When n = 2m ~- 1, the (n/2)-out-of-n code is taken as either the m.-out-of-n 
code or the (~rb ~- 1)-out-of-n code. 
4 The nomenclature is that  of Birkhoff (1948). 
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We now observe that for a code to permit perfect error detection in 
a completely asymmetric hannel it is necessary and sufficient hat no 
code word include another. Or, alternatively stated, that no pair of 
code words form a chain. This le~ds us to refer to any binary block 
code which permits perfect asymmetric error detection as a chainless 
code. ~ 
II. (n/2)-OUT-OF-n CODES 
Use will be made of the following lemmas in proving that the (n/2)-  
out-of-n code contains the greatest number of code words (and hence 
is least redundant) of all chainless codes. Note that all sequences re- 
ferred to are of n positions and that the weight of a binary sequence is 
the number of l 's it contains. 
LEYIMA I. Let f be the number of sequences in any nonempty set F of 
binary sequences of weight w where 0 <: w < In/2]. 6 Let g be the number 
of sequences in G, the set of all sequences which cover at least one sequence 
of F. Then g > f. 
PaooF: We observe that each sequence of G is of weight w + 1 and 
that any sequence of weight w + 1 covers w + 1 sequences of weight 
w, while any sequence of weight w is covered by n -- w sequences of 
weight w + 1. We then consider h, the number elements in the set of 
all ordered pairs (a, b) where a E F and b C G. Since every sequence 
which covers any element of F is in G, we have 
h = .fin - w). (1) 
I t  is not necessarily true that every sequence covered by an element 
of G is in F, however, and thus 
It  follows that 
h <= g(w + 1). (2) 
f<g×W+l__  (3) 
n - -w  
5 Note that a more general channel model for which a chainless code permits 
perfect error detection is that in which errors may affect either a code word's 
l's or its O's, but not both. Completely asymmetric channels, of course, are special 
cases of these block-asymmetric channels. 
[] denotes "the integer part of" while {} denotes "the least integer not less 
than." 
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as n -- w > O. The factor (w + 1) / (n  - w) is always less than 1 for 
w < [n/2] and thus 
f<__ g xw+__ l  <g.  (4) 
n - -w  
LEMM& I'. Let f be the number of sequences in any nonempty set F of 
binary sequences of weight w where In~2} < w <-_ n. Let g be the number 
of sequences in G, the set of all sequences covered by at least one element 
of F. Then g > f. 
Note that Lemma I '  may be considered a corollary to Lemma I as it 
reduces to Lemma I when all sequences are complemented. 
THEOREM I. I f  n = 2m, no other chainless code contains as many 
code words as the m-out-of-n code. I f  n = 2m + 1, the only chainless 
code which contains as many code words as the m-out-of-n code is the 
( m + 1)-out~of-n code. 
PROOF: (a) We first consider ~he case n = 2m. Let C be any chainIess 
code with some code words of weight other than m. If C contains code 
words of weight <m,  replace all those of least weight by the set of all 
sequences which cover at least one of these least-weight code words. 
The new code is easily seen to be chainless and, by Lemma I, contains 
more code words than C. Continue this process until a code C* is ob- 
tained such that none of its code words is of weight <m. (If  the original 
code C contains no code words of weight < m, take C to be C*.) If C* 
contains code words of weight > m, replace all those of greatest weight 
by the set of all sequences which are covered by at least one of these 
greatest-weight code words. Again, the new code is chainless and, by 
Lemma I '  contains more code words than C*. Continue this process 
until a code C** is obtained such that all of its code words are of weight 
m. (If  C* contains no code words of weight >m,  take C* to be C**.) 
Since it is impossible for C and C** to be the same code, we have 
shown that any ehainless code containing some code words of weight 
other than m can be replaced by a chainless code of more code words--  
each of weight m. I t  only remains to note that the m-out-of-n code 
contains all sequences of weight m and hence is the chainless code with 
the largest possible number of code words. 
(b) In the case of n = 2m + 1, we take C to be any ehainless code 
other than the m-out-of-n code or the (m + 1)-out-of-n code. By 
process of code replacement similar to that in (a) above, we obtain 
C**, a chainless code all of whose code words are either of weight m 
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or of weight m -}- 1. The code C** either contains more code words than 
C or is the code C itself. We now prove that C** can contain no more 
than 
code words and that, for C** to contain (2mmq-1) code words, it must 
be either the m-out-of-n code or the (m q- 1)-out-of-n code. 
Let f~ and f~+l represent the number of code words in C** of weight 
m and m q- 1, respectively. Arguments imilar to those used in the 
proof of Lemma I enable us to state that the number of sequences of 
weight m covered by a code word of weight m -}- 1 is not less than 
f~+l • As none of these covered sequences may be a code word, it follows 
that 
which proves that C** contains no more than (2mr  l j  code words. 
\ - v  / 
If C** is to contain (2m:  l )  codewords, then a count of ordered 
pairs--again as in the proof of Lemma I--shows that each of the f~+l 
noncode words of weight m is covered only by code words of weight 
m q- 1. Thus, starting with a code word of weight m q- 1, changing 
any of its l 's to 0 will yield a noncode word of weight m and any sub- 
sequent change of a 0 to 1 will always yield a code word of weight 
m q- 1. But, it is clear that any sequence of weight m q- 1 can be gen- 
erated by a succession of such alternate changes of O's and l's. It follows 
that, if f~+~ > 0, f~+~ must equal (2mmq-1). In this manner we have 
ooao ooo  io <:   ) odo 
/ - -  \ 
words it 
must be either the m-out-of-n code or the (m -t- 1)-out-of-n code. 
III. SUqN[ CODES 
In this section we restrict our attention to separable hainless codes 
of/c message positions. The first/c positions of any code word are taken 
to be message positions and the contents of these positions hall be re- 
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ferred to as that code word's prefix. Similarly, the contents of the re- 
dundant positions shall be referred to as the code word's su~x. Note 
that each of the 2 ~ code words has a unique prefix and that suffixes 
nmst be assigned in such a manner as to make the over-all code chain- 
less. For economy, of course, suffixes should be of the smallest possible 
number of positions. 
THEOREM I I .  No separable chainless code of k message positions exists 
which is less redundant than the sum code of k message positions. 
P~OOF: The number of redundant positions required by a sum code 
of k message positions is easily seen to be {log2(k + 1)I as the number 
of 0's found in message positions varies from zero to k. I t  remains to 
be shown that any separable chainless code of ]c message positions 
must use at least {log2(k + 1)} redundant positions. 
Consider the following k ~- 1 prefixes 
000 -. -  0000 
000 . . .  0001 
000 • • • 1 [ 
000- - -  I l l  
000- . .  l l l i  
011 . . .  l l l l  
l l i  . - .  i I i1 .  
/; positions 
Were the same suffix to be used with any two of the above prefixes, 
the resulting pair of code words would form a chain. Therefore, at least 
k -f- 1 different suffixes must be used and the smallest possible number 
of redundant positions is seen to be {log2@ -~ 1)/. 
IV. RELAT IVE  REDUNDANCY 
We define the redundancy/~ of a block code to be 
R = n - logs(number of code words) (6) 
n 
(For separable codes, of course, this reduces to (n -- k)/n).  Table I 
contains the redundancy of both the (n/2)-out-of-n code (R,/2) and 
the sum code (Rsum) as  well as their ratio for certain small values of 
n. Stirling's formula may be used to show that the asymptotic behavior 
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TABLE I 
,~ R~/2 Rsuna R~I2/R~um 
2 0.50 0.50 1.00 
4 0.35 0.50 0.70 
5 0.33 0.40 0.81 
7 0.27 0.43 0.62 
8 0.23 0.37 0.62 
9 0.22 0.33 0.67 
10 0.20 0.30 0.67 
12 O. 18 0.33 0.54 
16 0.145 0.250 0.58 
32 0.088 0.156 0.56 
38 0.078 0.158 0.49 
64 0.052 0.094 0.55 
128 0.030 0.055 0.55 
256 0.017 0.031 0.54 
512 0.009 0.018 0.54 
1024 0.005 0.010 0.53 
of this rat io of redundancies i given by  
R~/2 ..~ log2(n~r/2 ) (7)  
R ..... 2 {log2 n} " 
From this we see that ,  as n increases, the rat io of redundancies tends  
to oscil late about  0.5 with ever decreasing ampl i tude.  
APPENDIX A 
Let  us briefly consider separable codes of k message posit ions which 
are required to detect  up to a asymmetr ic  errors where i < a < k. 7 
I t  is easy to show that  at  least {log2(a + 1)} redundant  posit ions must  
be used. I t  is not sufficient, however, to s imply represent the number  of 
message posit ion O's mod(a  + 1) as a b inary  number  in the redundant  
positions. For  example, if a = 3 and k = 4, we would obta in  the fol- 
lowing as two of our code words: 
0000 00 
0001 11. 
Clear ly this is inadmissible.  
7 Among all codes which detect up to a asymmetric errors, it would appear 
that one which uses all sequences of weights In/2] ~ i(a + 1) (i = 0, 1, 2, . . . )  
as code words is least redundant. 
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If a chainless code is used to represent he rood (a -4- 1) count of 
the message position 0's, however, the over-all code does protect against 
up to a asymmetric errors. Thus, if a = 5, and k > 15, the code words 
of a 2-out-of-4 eode might well be used to represent the rood 6 count 
of 0's. Such a use of ehainless codes does not prove optimal for large 
a, but for many cases of interest this method does result in minimum 
redundancy. 
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